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BELT SANDER AF11 WITH THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 400V

€638,08 (excl. VAT)

Belt sander with extra powerful three-phase motor for levelling and rough work. Thanks to this powerful
engine, the machine will not let you down even on the toughest jobs. The AF11 sander is very stable and

suitable for two-handed use. With the help of the large sanding surface, this machine achieves a high
efficiency. The high stability in turn ensures a beautiful and scratch-free finish for your workpiece. With

connection for dust extraction.

Thanks to its larger sanding area (175x100mm) Virutex distinguishes itself from all other belt sanders on
the market. The larger surface area increases stability and the machine always remains perfectly

balanced & flat on your workpiece. What's more, thanks to the induction motor, this model is up to 40%
quieter than comparable models and delivers up to 30% more power.

SKU: VIR-AF11
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Belt sander with extra powerful three-phase motor for levelling and rough work. Thanks to this powerful engine,
the machine will not let you down even on the toughest jobs. The AF11 sander is very stable and suitable for
two-handed use. With the help of the large sanding surface, this machine achieves a high efficiency. The high
stability in turn ensures a beautiful and scratch-free finish for your workpiece. The machine is equipped with

stoppers in high quality carbide (widia) to prevent wear and tear on the housing. Equipped with a connection for
dust extraction to allow the user to work comfortably and cleanly. Several sanding belts with different grit sizes

are optionally available.

Thanks to its larger sanding area (175x100mm) Virutex distinguishes itself from all other belt sanders on the
market. The larger surface area increases stability and the machine always remains perfectly balanced & flat on
your workpiece. What's more, thanks to the induction motor, this model is up to 40% quieter than comparable

models and delivers up to 30% more power.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Belt sander
Tungsten carbide stoppers
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Powerful three-phase induction motor 400V
High stability

Large working surface
Quieter and more powerful

DESCRIPTION

Belt sander with extra powerful three-phase motor for levelling and rough work. Thanks to this powerful engine,
the machine will not let you down even on the toughest jobs. The AF11 sander is very stable and suitable for
two-handed use. With the help of the large sanding surface, this machine achieves a high efficiency. The high
stability in turn ensures a beautiful and scratch-free finish for your workpiece. The machine is equipped with

stoppers in high quality carbide (widia) to prevent wear and tear on the housing. Equipped with a connection for
dust extraction to allow the user to work comfortably and cleanly. Several sanding belts with different grit sizes

are optionally available. Thanks to its larger sanding area (175x100mm) Virutex distinguishes itself from all
other belt sanders on the market. The larger surface area increases stability and the machine always remains
perfectly balanced & flat on your workpiece. What's more, thanks to the induction motor, this model is up to

40% quieter than comparable models and delivers up to 30% more power.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 9,7 kg

Input Power 900W

Belt size 690x100mm

Working surface 175x100mm

Belt speed 327m/min


